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ABSTRACT

?As pan of the U.S. Deparment of Energy's Energy integrated Farm System

(EIFS) program, principles of energy integrated farming were applied to the Rio

Cafias Dairy Farm, a privately-owned dairy farm in Puerto Rico. The Rio Cahas



Daicy Farm was ono of the largest dairy farms in Puerto Rico with a milking herd

(of 400 cows. Objectives of the project were to (a) increase the farm's eneroy

Self-sufficiency, and (b) provide the farm with an environmentaliy-acceptabie

method of managing animal wastes.

?The project consisted of three subsystems. As par of the Anaerobic:

Digestion and Electrical Production subsystem, animal wastes were fed to two

anaerobic digesters where methane gas was produced by bacterial

degradation of organic material, The methane gas fueled an engine-generator

to produce electneity for farm use and for sale to the public utlity. Under the

Farm Waste Management subsystem, animal wastes were partially stabilized by

bacterial action within the digesters, and the digester effluent passed to a liquid-

Sold separator. Solid fraction from the liquid-solid separator was composted

?and either used as bedding material for the cows or marketed as soil

conditioner. The liquid fraction flowed to a storage pond. This liquid was used

in the Greenteed subsystem to fertlize forage crops for the cows.

Estimated energy savings of the system were 1,705 MBtu forthe frst two

subsystems and 7.718 MBtU's for all three subsystems. Simple payback for the

first two subsystems was very long (20 years) because (a) facilties for effective

manure recovery did not exist on the farm at the outset of the project, (b)

?Operational costs for manure collection were charged against the project, and

(system components were oversized. Including the Greenteed subsystem,

Simple payback for the project was 8.2 years. Assuming that manure collection

factities and practices already existed and assuming proper sizing of all

?components, simple payback ?or the Anaerobic Digestion and Electrical



Production subsystem and the Farm Waste Management subsystem was 5.8

years. Using data from this project, an estimate of the return on investment was

brojected for diferent herd sizes. These analyses suggested that for dairy farms

With loss than 500 cows, anaerobic digester systems are only marginally

profiabie.

 

  

 

?Successtul implementation of this type of system involves several factors

including (a) existing manure collection facilties and practices; (b) simplicity in

the system design so that system operation is uncomplicated, requires a

minimum amount of time, and requires a minimum amount of maintenance: (¢)

careful sizing of system components; and (d) willingness on the part of farm

?management to accept the additional management tasks involved,

�
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In response to rising fuel costs and uncertainty regarding future fuel

supplies during the 1970's, the Otfice of Industrial Programs of the U.S.



Department of Energy launched a program entitled the Energy Integrated Farm

?System (EIFS) program, The purpose of the EIFS program was to promote

energy self-sufficiency in farming enterprises through a combination of energy

conservation measures and the application of alternative-energy technologies.

This latter goal was to be accomplished by on-tarm integration of livestock,

?crops, and energy production systems. A total of seven projects, six from

diverse geographical regions of the mainiand U.S. (1-6) and one from Puerto

Rico, received funding and were carried to completion. Four of these projects

were located on dairy farms, two were on swine farms and one was on a cotton

farm.

?The University of Puerto Rico's Energy Integrated Dairy Farm (UPR-EIDF)

project was located on one of the largest dairy farms in Puerto Rico, the Rio

Cafias Dairy Farm (Figure 1), The farm was in an area of low hills along the

?south central coast of Puerto Rico outside the town of Juana Diaz, near Ponce.

?Seasonal variations in temperature for the area were slight. Summer maxima

were around 90°F, and winter maxima 85°F; summer minima were around

72°F, and winter minima 66°F, Rainfall for the area was limited and highly

seasonal, and monthly averages for pan evanoration exceeded those for

precipitation throughout the year (Figure 2). Annual raintall averaged only 33

 

and approximately half of this rainfat! was during the *rainy season? months

of August, September, and October. Average annual pan evaporation was 87



in.
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Figure 1. Sign at the entrance of the Rio Caras Dairy farm, site of the UPR-

EIDF project.
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?The Rio Cafias Dairy Farm had a mitking herd of 400 cows, which was

divided into four groups based on production. Each group of milking cows was.



confined to a separate lot, while dry cows and heifers were turned out 10

pasture. Cows were milked twice daily, at 4 a.m. and 3 p.m., and daily mitk

production was 6,000 quarts. Milk was chilled to 38-40°F and sold

unprocessed to a commercial dairy, which collected the mik on alternate days.

Prior to milking, cows were driven into a holding area adjoining the milking

parlor and washed, Water for the farm was supplied by two wells with a

combined capacity of 210 gavmin.

Three critical aspects of Puerto Rico dairy farming are:

1. High Electrical Costs, Most electricity used on the farm was for the

ching of mitk. At the outcet of he UPR-EIDF project, electiiy cost

$0.12/KWh, and in the year prior tothe ination ofthe project the Ao

Caras Dairy Farm spent $14,900 for electricity

2. Faim Waste Disposal. if not managed properly, cow manure is @

potential source of pollution. As such, its disposal was regulated by

Puerto Rico Law No. 9, known as the Public Policy Environmental Act,

approved on June 18, 1970, and enforced by the Puerto Rico

Environmental Quality Board

3, High Feed Costs. Feed costs represented between 35% and 50% of

the cost of producing mitk on the Rio Cafias Dairy Farm. By reducing



feed costs, farm profitability would increase.

?The primary goal of the UPR-EIDF project was to combine a variety of

onsite energy sources with state-of-the-art conservation practices to reduce the

farm's dependence on external energy sources. To complement this goal,

�
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system design incorporated methods for water conservation, waste handing,

land feed production.

2.0 PROJECT HISTORY

?The Phase | Design Report for the UPR-EIDF project (7) was prepared

hile the project was under the leacership of Dr. A. G. Alexander. Figure 3is a

flow diagram of the system as proposed in the design report. The Statement of

?Work (8) prepared on the basis of the report called for five subsystems

1. Anaerobic Digestion and Electrical Production. Dalry waste trom the

miking parlor and loafing barns was to be collected dally. Part of the

waste was to be diverted to the greenfeed subsystem, and the

remainder of the waste was to flow to two digesters. Biogas from the

igesters was to fuel an engine-generator to produce electricity for

airy farm operations anci sale tothe public utility



2. Farm Waste Management. Digester effluent was to be dewatered

Residual solids wre to be deed with a solar drier and refed to the

cows. The liquid fraction was to pass to algae and fish ponds for

further pusitication

3. Greentead Production and Usage. Using approximately 10% of the

farm's raw manure, napicr grass was to be grown as a cattle feed.

4. Solar and Wind Power. Solar energy was to be used to dry residual

sols trom the digester etfivent along with algae and fish from the

clarification ponds. Wind power was to be used to pump water from

the ponds back to the anaerobic digestion subsystem where it would

be used to dilute raw manure.
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?Aquaculture. Algae and fish harvested from the ponas were to be

dewatered and fed to the cows,

In June 1969, there was a change in program ieadership. Tho new team

reevaluated the Phase I Design Report and visited four private farms with

biogas recovery systems. These farms were Fairgrove Farms in Sturgis,

Michigan; Turkey Hil Dairy in Conestoga, Pennsylvania: Mason-Dixon Farm in

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania: and Kaplan Industries in Bartow. Florida, Based on

the analysis of he design repon, experiences of the four farms visited, and

discussions withthe owner of the Rio Caitas Dairy Farm, the new team modified

subsystems one and three (these modifications will be ¢'scussed in the text)

and eliminated subsystems four anc five, Appendix | discusses the reasons for



eliminating eubsystems four and five.

3.0 SYSTEM DESCAIPTION

3.1 Deseriotion of Farm

Prior to the initiation of the UPR-EIOF project, the Rio Gafias Dairy Farm

was a loosely-organized entity which had evolved over the past two decades

from a small day farm with fewer than 100 cows to its present status as one of

Puerto Rico's largest daty farms. Environmental regulations, though similar to

those in the mainland United St

 

1s, were not strictly eniorced, 50 disposal of

animal wastes was not a major concern

?Two of the four loafing bars were paved, but cows had unrestricted

?access to large, surrounding dirt areas. The other two loafing barns were

unpaved. Paved areas were cleaned once or twice a week with a John Deere

 

�
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?model 301A tractor equipped with a front-loading bucket, Waste mater

 

was

pushed off the edge of the pavement, and it accumulated there, Once or twice @

year, heavy equipment was leased to remove accumulated manure from all four

lots. This material was hauled to other parts of the farm and used as fil.

{An estimated 5,000 to 6,000 gal of water was used dally ?or washing cows

betore miking and for washing milking equipment. This water then flowed to an

 

?oxidation pond, where it either evaporated, seeped into tne sci, or overflowed

into a nearby stream,

3.2 System Desion Corsidesations

Underlying considerations in tne system design were safety, simplicity and

reliability, topography, the amount of recoverable manure, farm energy needs,



and current tarm management techniques.

3.21 Safety

Biogas,

 

18 gas produced by anaerobic digestion of natural organic

material, is explosive and highly toxic to breatne. Biogas trom cattle manure

?generally consists of 55 to 60% methane (CH), 36 to 40% carbon dioxide

{CO2) and trace amounts of hydrogen sulfide (1425). It has an energy content of

'550 to 600 Biu/sct and is explosive when mixed with air at concentrations:

betwoon 5 to 15% (9,10.11).

?The carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide components of biogas are

heavier than air, 50 they tond to accumulate in low areas with poor ventilation.

?This is dangerous because (a) hydrogen sulfide is toxic, causing respiratory

paralysis at concentrations above 0.06%, and (b) the absence of oxygen poses

7
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the possibilty of asphyxiation (9). The potential dangers of biogas must be



taken into consideration in both the design and operation of anaerobic

igestion faclities, especialy with regard to slury retention tanks, manholes,

and rooms where biogas may accumulate, Fences, gil, and proper

ventilation must be provided when necessary.

3.22 Simplicity and Reliabiity

?These two factors are generally mutually compatible. As the number of

mechanical components in a system increases, the opportunity for failure also

increases. It is important to design a system which is simple enough for the

average farmhand to understand and operate and which requires a minimal

number of man-hours to operate. tis also important to design a system which

itself consumes a minimal amount of energy. If a system depends heavily on

mechanical components such as pumps, it may end up consuming more energy

than it produces.

3.2.3 Topography

?As discussed above, the number of mechanical components in a system

should be minimized. When possible, system components should be physically

situated so that gravity-tlow can be used for slurry movement.

3.2.4 Amount of Recoverable Manure

Tables on the amount of manure available trom different types of livestock



are provided in handbooks such as the Midwest Plan Service's ?Livestock
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Waste Facilities Handbook? (10). However, design of a system should be

based on an estimate of recoverable manure rather than available manure.

?This is especially important for farms where cows are not completely confined or

for farms with poor manure recovery facilities.

3.2.5 Farm Energy Needs

With an anaerobic digestion system, a primary consideration is now to use

the biogas produced. Alternatives for biogas use include cirect combustion to

provide heat, teling an absorption refrigeration system, or fueling an engine-

generator to produce electricity. How biogas is used depends on the energy

needs of the farm. If biogas is to be used to generate electricity and if estimated

biogas production exceeds what is needed to produce electricity for the farm,

there are two approaches 10 sizing the engine-generator. The engine

?generator can be sized to use all available biogas with the excess electricity

sold back to the public utlty, or it can be sized according to needs ofthe farm

with excess gas either flared or used elsewhere

3.2.6 Gurrent Farm Management Techniques

Current farm practices should be taken into consideration for two reasons:

?To a large extent, the systam must be configured on the basis of



?currant farm practices. For example, design of manure handing

facil

 

s and the digester will vary depending on manure recovery

Practices.
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izing its

Impact on current farm practices. If system operation demands radical

2. Successful implementation of the system depends on mini

restructuring of farm management techniques, the chances of its

successtul implementation are greatly reduced.

3.9 System Design

Figure 4 is a flow diagram ot the UPR-EIDF system; Figure § is a schematic

diagram showing relative positioning of the system components; and Figure 6 is

a piping schematic which also shows elevations of the system components.



The system was subdivided into three closely-integrated subsystems:

?Anaerobic Digestion and Electrical Production, Farm Waste Management and

Greenteed Production and Usage.

3.3.1 Anaerobic Digestion and Electrical Production

Manure from four loafing barns was collected and transported to @

centraly-located mixing sump where it was dituted with wash water from the

milking parlor and homogenized, Homogenized slurry was then pumped to two

anaerobic digesters arranged in parallel. Biogas produced by the anaerobic

{igestion of the manure was used to fuel an engine-generator set which

produced electricity for farm usage and for sale tothe utity company. Heat was

recovered trom the cooling water of the engine-generator and used to heat the

digesters,

10
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3.9.2 Farm Waste Management

?The two main sources of farm waste were manure from the loafing barns

 

?and wash water from the milking parlor. Milking parlor wash water contained

manure and biodegradable detergents. Pollution characteristics of the manure

?and wash water were considerably reduced by the anaerobie digestion

process, so, in addition to producing biogas, the anaerobic digesters served as



the first stage of the Farm Waste Management subsystem. Digester effivent

passed to a iquid-solid separator for solids recovery. Liquid fraction from the

liquid-sold separator sit had a high nutrient content, so it flowed to a storage

pond for eventual land application to forage crops. Sold fraction from the

separator was composted and either used as bedding material for the cows or

marketed as soil conditioner

3.3.3 Greenfeed Production and Usage

Forage material was grown on the farm using the nutrient-rich liquid

traction from the liquid-solid separator as a partial substitute for chemical

fentlizers.

14
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40 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

4.1 General Design Considerations

Several factors nead to be taken into consideration in the design of a

manure-handiing system. These include corrosion, git, piping, and the use of

valves.

4.1.1 Gorsion



Biogas is highly corrosive in the presence of oxygen due to its hydrogen

sulfide component (12), 50 non-corrosive materials such as PVC and stainless

stee! were used when possible. Several vulnerable components were coated

with Bitumastic Super Service Black (Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania), a coal tar based product resistant to corrosive vapors.

44.2 Gat

A certain amount of git will unavoidably accompany manure entering the

system, Sources include git tracked in by cows, windborne grt, and grit

generated by scraping concrete floors. Removing accumulated grit from an

anaerobic digester is rarely a trivial procedure. Depending on the «igester

design, cleaning may involve shutting the system down, draining the digester,

and several days of unpleasant work. Two major considerations in the design

of the system were to (a) minimize the amount of git entering the cigesters and

{0} facilitate cleaning of the digesters and other components where grit would

accumulate

15,
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4.1.3 Piping

The importance of oversizing pipes and avoiding 90-degree elbows in a

manure-handiing system cannot be overemphasized since unclogging pipes

ccan be costly and time-consuming. No matter how caretul operating personne!



are, foreign objects such as branches, blocks of wood, string, rags, or feed bags

will enter the system occasionally. To minimize the chances for clogging,

oversized pipes (generally 10-

 

) were used, and no 90-degree elbows were

installed, All bonds in the piping were accomplished by using 45-degree

eibows. Access tubes were installed at each elbow to facilitate cleanout should

clogging occur

4.1.4 Valves

?The use of valves in a manure handling system is a questionable practice.

In addition to being expensive

 

they are undoubtedly one of the more

vulnerable pans of the system since they can easily clog or freeze. In the

present system, valves were necessary to permit isolation of system

components. Castiron gate valves of the same diameter as the associated

piping were used, and access tubes were placed near each valve to facilitate

Cleaning. Valves below ground level were located in manholes covered with

removable iron gratings to permit servicing. Valve handles were mounted on

tong stems, 60 it was not necessary to enter the manholas to manipulate valves



(Figure 7). Manholes in manure handling systems are very dangerous since

hydrogen sulfide gas tends to accumulate in them.
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Figure 7. Valve manhole beside one of the digesters

4.2 Anaerobic Digestion and Electrical Production

4.2.1 Design Criteria

Table 1 lists criteria used in sizing the system components. At the time the

system was designed, the Rio Caftas Dairy Farm had approximately 400

milking cows, but the farm owner expressed plans to increase his herd to 500

head in the near future. Therefore, the system was sized for 500 dairy cattie (7)

Average cow woight was 1,200 Ib, so approximately 100 tb/cow of manure
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TABLE 1. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE UPR-EIDF PROJECT

Dairy Herd Size 500 cows

Average Cow Weight 1,200 Ib



Estimated Manure Production 100 Ib/cow/day

(6.2 1b/100 Ib cowiday)

Estimated Manure Recovery 75 Ib/cowiday

(75% recovery)

Total Solids Recovery, 500 cows 4,800 Ib/day

(12.7% solid content)

Volatile Solids Recovery, 500 cows 3,900 Ib/day

(VS = 62.5% of TS)

Daily Manure Volume 6,400 gal

(@ 9.0 % solid content)

Biogas Production 19,600 R3/day

(6 3/10 VS)

would be available daily (10). Sinco cows were not completely confined to a

paved surface, manure recovery was estimated at 75% of the total available

manure. Manure was to be diluted t0 9% total solids by weight, so the system

was designed to handle an estimated 6,400 gal/day of slurry. Using a

conversion rate of 5 ft? biogas per pound volatile solids loaded, biogas,

production was estimated at 19,600 t3iday.



4.2.2 Design of Subsystem Components

Figure 8 is a diagram showing the major components of the Anaerobic

Digestion and Electrical Production subsystem. Raw manure was collected

from four loafing barns and transported to a mixing sump where it was diluted
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Figure 8 Major components of the Anaerobic Digestion and Electrical

Production subsystem.
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with wash water from the milking parlor and homogenized. From there, the

homogenized slurry passed to two anaerobic digesters arranged in parallel.

Biogas produced by anaerobic digestion of manure was used to fue! a



?synchronous engine-generator which produced electricity. Combustion heat

from the engine was recovered and used to heat the digesters. The Anaerobic

Digestion and Electrical Production subsystem was, in turn, subdivided into four

areas: Manure Collection, Manure Preparation, Anaerobic Digestion, and

Electrical Power Production.

4.2.2.1 Manure Collection. In the farm's existing mode of operation, only a

?small fraction of the manure could have been recovered. Milking cows were

confined to four lots of between one-quarter and one-half acre each. Within

each lot was a ?loafing barn," which was an open-sided, shaded area where the

feed troughs were located. Shading was provided either by zinc roofing or a

plastio-mesh material, Water troughs were located outside the loating barns in

all four lots. Loafing bams 1 and 2 (see Figure 5) were paved, but cows moved

 

{reely rom the pavement to the surrounding dit areas (Figure 9). As a result,

litle manure was deposited on the pavement, and farm workers scraped these

two loafing barns only once or twice a week. Loating barns 9 and 4 had dit

floors, so no manure could be recovered from them.

?To assure that the system had sulicient amounts of manure to function

effectively, soveral modifications had to be made to dairy housing and to

manure collection practices. These modifications were as follows:



1. Aminimum of 7,500 ft2 (60 ft2 /cow) of concrete pavement was

provided for each loating barn.
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Figure 9. Loafing bans 1 and 2

Each loafing barn was surrounded with a 10:in, high curb and a

fence. The purpose of the curb was to contain manure and to prevent

Gin from mixing with the manure. The fence was to alow for

confinement of the cows to the pavement (Figure 10).

Manure storage boxes were constructed at one end of each loafing

barn for temporary manure storage. The manure boxes were 10 ft

wide,14 f long, and had 4-f high sides (Figure 11).

?A water trough was constructed in each loafing barn.

Cows were to be confined to the paved loafing bams for mst of the

day. ln the absence of bedded stalls, itis not healthy for cows to be

on concrete all day, so the intent was to allow cows off the pavement



for 2 to 4 hr dai
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Figure 11, Manure box for temporary storage.
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6. The loafing barns were to be scraped daily, and manure was to be

hauled daily to the mixing sump.

Wash water from the miking parlor was needed to dilute manura in the

?mixing sump, butt contained considerable amounts of gf. To reduce the

?amount of git, two traps were installed in the piping system betwoen the miking

parlor and the mixing sump (Figure 6). These gfit traps were 3 x3 ft 6 ft deep,

and fited with metal covers. Piping between the holding area of the milking

parlor and the mixing sump consisted of in. PVC pipe with a valve at the

downhill end to contro! flow into the mixing sump. When the valve was close



 

water passed to the storage pond through 1

 

pipe (Figure 6).

4.2.22 Manure Preparation, The design called for dilution of manure to

9% total solids by weight before loading into the digester. Total solids in fresh

cow manure is approximately 12.7% (10); but since the loafing barns were

open-sided, total solids of recovered manure was considerably higher due to

?evaporative losses, Table 2 summarizes calculations for the amount of dilution

water needed to dilute manure at 35% total solids to the design level of 9% total

Solids. Estimated total solids recovery was 4,800 Ib daily (Table 1), which

translates to 1,600 gal of manure a day at 35% total solids or 6,400 gal of

manure a day at 9% total solids. Therefore, a maximum of 4,800 gal of dilution

water would be needed at the mixing sump each day. Since betwen 5,000

and 6,000 gal of wash water from the miking parlor were available vvery day,

no additional dilution water would be needed.

?The mixing sump (Figures 12a & 12b) performed three functions. it

provided a site for dilution of partially dehydrated manure from the loafing

?barns; it was equipped with a cutter pump (20-hp, Fiygt submersible cutter
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TABLE 2. MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF DILUTION WATER NEEDED.



Total solids (TS) of raw manure 12.7%

TS of recovered manure (maximum) 35.0%

Estimated daily TS recovery (trom Table t) 4,800 Ib

Estimated daily manure recovery (@ 35.0% TS) 1,690 gal

Daily slurry volume (@ 9% TS) 6.400 gal

Dilution water needed to reduce TS of manure to 9% 4,800 gal

pump, model 3152, type FP) to reduce long-stem forage material and

homogenize the slurry; and it served as a setting tank where grit could settle

out of the manure bet

 

the manure entered the digesters, The mixing sump

was constructed of reinforced concrete. Walls were 8 in. thick, the floor was 12

in. thick and inside dimensions were 14 x 20 f, The floor sloped at a 5% grade

toward the drain. At the end where the drain was located, the wall was 8.5 tt

high, while at the opposite end the wall was 7.5 ft high. Along one side of the

mixing sump was an overliow gutter which maintained the stury levol at least

181i. below the top ofthe mixing sump. Capaciy ofthe mixing sumo was

13,600 gal, oF approximately 2-days' manure collection.

A concrete ramp 12 x 20 ft was constructed beside the mixing sump for

Unloading the manure (Figure 13). Manure was unloaded beside the inlet pipe

{rom the milking parlor, and the outet pipe to the digesters was locaied at the

?opposite end. The bottom of the outlet pipe was even withthe lor 10 permit



Complete draining of the mixing sump when cleaning, A 20:n. high dividing

wall was constructed across the middle of the mixing sump to prevent grit

setting out of the manure and out ofthe dilution water from passing to the

digesters. The mixing sump was covered with aluminum panels 38 in. wide and
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Figure 13. Manure being unloaded at the mixing sump.

15 ftlong. The purpose ofthe cover was to (a) prevent humans or livestock from

falling into the mixing sump, (b) prevent foreign objects trom entering the sump,

?and (c) control evaporation and odors, The underside of the panels was coated

with Koppers Super Service Black to retard corrosion, and a 4. galvanized

pipe, which ran lengthwise down the middle of the mixing sump, helped support

the panels. Where the manure was unloaded, several panels wore joined

together and hinged to form a fd 8 ft wide which could be raised and towered

(Figure 13),

Stury passed to the digesters through an underground, 10-in. PVC pipe,

?A valve placed beside the mixing sump controlled flow from the mixing sump.



 

4.2.2.3 Anaerobic Digestion. Following is a list of considerations in the

design of an anaerobic digester.
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1

?Size. Digester size is determined by the desired hydraulic retention

time. Theoretically, the hydraulic retention ime is the amount of time

required to displace the contents of a digester. I can be calculated by

Gividing digester volume by the volume of material fed to it daly.

?The cigester is generally the most expensive component of an

anaerobic system, 80 sizing of the cigester is a compromise between

cost and function. On the cost side, the primary consideration is

igester etficiency, usually expressed in terms of cubic feet of biogas

produced per cubic foot of digester. Maximum digester efficiencies

occur with retention times of one to two weeks (13). With regard to

function, an anaerobic digester performs two usotul functions: biogas

production, usually measured as cubic feet of biogas produced per

ound of volatile solids fed to the digester; and stabilization of organic

waste materials, usualy expressed in terms of reduction of Biological



?Oxygen Demand (80D), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), or odors.

Both biogas production and waste stabilization increase with longer

retention times (9)

?A further consideration in the sizing of an anaerobic digester is

 

digester stabiity. Anaerobic digastion is basically a two-stage

process where one group of bacteria (the ?acid formers") reduces

organic waste material to organic acids, and a second group of

bacteria (the "methane producers") converts the organic acids to

methane and carbon dioxide. Although the methane producers feed

fon organic acids, they ate inhibited when acid concentrations in a

digester become too high. For maximum mothane production, a

balance between the two groups of bacteria must exist. Longer

retention times generally result in greater digester stability If
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retention times are too shor, ?organic overloading? can result. When

organic overloading occurs, the acid formers predominate, pH in the

igester falls, and methane production decreases drastically (2)



Design retention time for the present systom was approximately 3

weeks.

Contiguration, A wide variety of digester configurations have been

used throughout the world for the anaerobic processing of agricutural

wastes (9, 12). At the Ro Cafias Dairy, two modified plug-flow

Sigosters wore constructed.

Cover. The cover is a citical component of an anaerobic digester

(14). tt must be durable and form a gas-tight seal over the digester to

prevent ar from entering the digester and to prevent biogas from

escaping. Both soft and hard covers have been used, but for this

system concrete covers were placed on the digesters.

lnlat, The inlet should not be susceptibie to clogging, and its design

should promote an even flow of manure through the digester.

Qutlet, The aigester outlet must be provided with a gas seal, and

designed so that it will not eg.

Cleanout. Sand and vegetative material will accumulate in the

bottom of the digester, thereby reducing its effective volume. In the

design of the digester, some provision should be made for the

periodic removal ofthis material in a manner which is neither too

time-consuming nor too expensive. A gravity cleanout is the best

olution it easibio



?Heating. Optimum operating temperature (as determinec by

?maximum biogas output) for an anaerobic digester under mesoptilic

Conditions is between 95 and 104°F (15). Since very itl: heats
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"

12

13,

released in the anaerobic degradation of organic wastes, neating is

necessary to maintain an anaerobic digester at its optimum

temperature.

Insulation. The digester may be insulated to minimize heat losses to

the soil and atmosphere. Since this project was being conducted in @

tropical area, no insulation was used.

Mixing. Mixing within the digester is optional depending on the

design of the digester and the consistency of the feed material. Some



investigators prefer mixing to promote contact between incoming

manure and the digester bacteria and to ensure even temperature

distribution throughout the digester. Mixing may be necessary to

prevent the formation of a superticial scum layer which would prevent

the escape of gas (9)

Gas Collection The digester must be provided with piping to collect

biogas produced within the digester. Gas piping should be large

?enough to minimize pressure losses within the piping itself, and it

should be positioned well above the slurry level so that liquid or foam

cannot enter and inhibit the passage of biogas.

?Temperature Monitoring. One or more temperature-sens ng devices

?should be placed within the digester.

Digester Sampling. If close monitoring of the digester is asired,

some provision should be made for collection of gas samples and for

easy removal of slurry samples from various pans of the vigester,

Digester Penetration Whenever the digester has to be penetrated by

heating pipes, gas collection pipes. temperature sensing equipment,

tc,, the entry point must be gas-tight it itis above the sluriy level, or

water

 



ht if tis below the slurry level. A water-tight seal is much
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easier to attain, but an entry below the slury level is more difficult to

service.

?Two identical anaerobic digesters were used rather than a single larger

Gigester in order to provide flexibility. Figure 14 is a thre

 

imensional view of a

digester, w!

 

Figure 15 is a cross-sectional view of a digester. The digesters

were square to maximize surface.



 

volume ratio, thereby minimizing

construction costs. They were 30 ft on a side with vertical wals 11.5 ft high and

a floor which sloped at a 20-degree angle toward a central well 4x 4 ft and 2.5

tt deep. The purpose of the sloping floor was so that grit setting from the siury

Would tend to move down-stope and accumulate in the well, which was

?accessible from the outside by four, 6-n. cleanout pipes. The main body of the

igesters was located below ground level, and, since this system was being

installed in a geographical region where temperatures rarely fll below 65 °F.

insulation was not installed

{nthe original design, the digesters had fiber glass covers, and each

igester had a volume of 70,000 gal. Design retention ime was 22 days. After

construction began, concrete covers were substituted forthe fiber glass covers.

?This change was based on considerations of safety and durability, and also

because no satistactory mothed could be found for providing a gas seal

between the fiber glass cover and the tank. With the chango to a poured-

concrete cover, the slurry level was raised so that the seam between the cover

and the tank was submerged. A seal betwoen the cover and the sides was

provided by embedding PVC stripping vertically in the interface, but this seat

was not gas tight. Raising the slury level increased aigester capacities to

approximately 88,000 gal each, yividing a design retention time of 28 days.
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?The concrete covers were § in. thick with three support beams. Each

support beam was 1 ft wide and extended down 2 tt into the digesters. To

promote drainage, each cover sloped from the midline at a 1% grade. The

?covers were designed to withstand an internal gas pressure of 15 in. of water

with a salety factor of at least 2.5. The upward force at 15 in. water column

pressure is 78 lbrt2. The covers themselves weighed approximately 139,000 tb

each, 5

 

xy exerted a downward force of 184 Ibit!2. To provide extra weight

land to protect the concrete from direct sunlight, 1 ft of soil, contained by a

perimeter curb 12 in, high and 6 in, wide, was placed on each cover. The soil

increased downward force of the cover to 249 lovtt2

To provide access to the digesters, 4 x 4-ff manways were installed in the

concrete covers. The manways had gas batties, and they ware covered with

removabie iron grills. In addition, when the roof was poured, a total of 17

evenly-spaced holes were lett in each cover. Four of these holes were fitted

with gas collection pipes; one was used to mount a temperature sensor; and the

remaining 12 holes wore fitted with sample tubes. Figure 16 shows how the



?gas collection pipes and sample tubes were mounted. For the temperature

sensor, a sample tube with the upper piece of PVC tube removed was used. A

{985 seal around the sample tubes and the gas collection pipes was provided by

pouring Vulchem sealant (Mameco International, Cleveland, Ohio) around

them, To stabilize the tubes and pipes, a collar of cement was poured around

them after the Vulchem set. Four gas collection pipes were needed because

the support beams of the digester covers divided the gas space of each digester

into four compartments. Thaso pipes were connected to a single header pipe

which cartied gas to the engins-generator. Gas pipes were installed with a 8%

?grade sloping back to the digesters so that condensate would drain back into

the digesters (Figure 17),
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Sample tube

Gas collection pipe (2" PVC sch 80)

(2" galvanized steel)

PVC coupling PVC coupling

Vulchem

PVC washer ~S Malena ?ye washer



  

Concrete

 

 

 

 

 

 

PVC washer

Ir AAA AAA AAAS

Slurry level

Figure 16. Mounting of a gas collection pipe and a samiple tube in the

?digester cover.
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Slurry flowed to the digesters through 10-in. plastic piping, and bends

toward the digesters were made by using two, 45-degree elbows rather than a

singlo 90-cegree elbow (Figure 18). A valve was located next to each digester

to contro! slurry flow into, between, oF 0%

 

tho digesters. Slurry entered the

digesters through an influent pipe which extended part-way across the

digesters. These influent pipes caused some difficulties, which will be

discussed below. Six, 10-n, eluent pipes were located along the sido

opposite the inftuent pipe, The tops of the effluent pipes were 1 in, balow the

?00! of the digester to provent slurry from entoring the gas pipes. Therefore,

slurry level was 16 in. below the covers when pressure within the divester was

18 in. of water. Effvent rom each « gestor flowed into an overflow sump.

The original design called for 2 gas agitation system, and piping was

installed in the digester for this purpose. However, based on experince at
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Figure 18. Pipe junction between the two digesters. Pipe from the mixing sump

is to the left. The two branches go to the digesters, and the bypass

to the pond is on the right.

Fairgrove Farms and other tarms with anaerobic digesters operated on cow

?manure, mixing did not appear to be necessary to prevent the formation of a

scum layer if slury was well homogenized and total solids of the slurry were

maintained above 9%. Therefore, it was decided to operate the digesters

without mixing.

Waste heat recovered from the engine-generator was used to heat the

digesters. Separate piping systems went to the two digesters, and valves to

control flow to each digester were mounted next to the oagine-generator (Figure

19). Pipes between the engine-generator and the digesters were above ground

and insulated with 1-in, neoprene. Heating pipes entered the digesters through

an effluent tube. Approximately 330 ft of 2in. galvanized pipe were arranged

Cn the bottom and sides of each digester to transfer heat to the digester
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Figure 19, Valves co?

engine-gene?

stealing flow of hot water from the heat exchanger on the

rator to the digesters.

 

contents (Figures 14 and 15). Heating pipes were mounted on brackets which

maintained the fist tier 18 in. from the digester walls and the remaining three

tiers 16 in. trom the digoster floors (Figure 20). Capacities of the heating

systems were approximately 73 gal of water for digester 1 and 65 gal of water

for digester 2, so a Model 110-P, Fil-Tro! expansion tank (manufactured by

?Amtrol,Inc., acceptance volume of 2.4 gal), was installed at the high st point in

each line,

4.2.2.4 Eloctrical Power Production. Estimated biogas product on from the

digesters was 19,600 ft¥/day (Table 1). Using a conservative figure of t KW for

every 500 t1%day of biogas, there would be sufficient gas fo fuel a 40 KW unit



Figure 21 shows the rate of electrical consumption throughout the diy on the
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Electical consumption on the Rio Cafas Dairy Farm.

Figure 21
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Rilo Cafas Dairy Farm. Base load was between 10 and 15 kW with two daily

peaks of 30 to 35 KW which corresponded to the milking periods. Two

approaches were considered in sizing the engine-generator:

1. Size the unit to use all biogas available and either sell excess

lectiity back tothe ulty or find an alternate use for it

2. Size the unit to provide enough electricity to cover the base load of

the farm and either vent excess gas or find an alternate use for it

During periods of peak farm consumption, some electricity would be

purchased from the utility. By purchasing a 20-KW unit, the farmer

could produce 85% of his electricity; with a 25-KW unit, he could

 

produce about 95% of his electricity.

In Puerto Rico, electrical rates were uniform throughout the day. At the

time the system was being designed, electricity cost $0.12/KWh, and the buy:

back by the utility was $0.05/kWh, Under these conditions, there was ile

advantage to seling electicty to the tity. However, the farm owner was

Considering installing his own milk processing plant, $0 a 40-kW engine

generator was purchased.



The engine-generator was purchased trom Perennial Energy, Inc. of West

Plains, Missouri. I consisted of a Caterpillar 3304 natural gas engine moditied

to run on biogas and coupled with a Marathon generator. The Caterpillar 3304

was designed to run at 1800 rpm which would have yielded an electrical output

of $5 KW, but by running the unit at 1200 rpm output was reduced to 40 KW. The

engine-generator came equipped with the necessary electrical components for

paralleling with the electrical uslity; meters for monitoring engine performance,

electrical output, and biogas pressure; and a safety system which automaticaly
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shut the engine down in the event of low biogas pressure, engine © erheating,

engine overspeed, tow engine cit lavel or pressure, low water level, generator

overload, or improper tine voltage. Ifthe engine shut down due to Icw biogas

pressure or improper tine voltage, it would restart when conditions rormaiized.

It was not necessary to provide a blower to feed biogas tothe engine since

design pressure in the digesters was 15 in. of water

Accessories to the unit were as follows:

1, Dual Fuel Carburetian. The engine could run on either biogas oF

propane gas. The capabilly to run on propane is usetul at the outset

when the digestr is cold and biogas production may not be adequate

to run the engine. Since there was no auxiliary heating source for the



digesters, the engine could be run on propane until the digesters

warmed and biogas production increased,

2, Tracker Trai. This was a mechanical system patented by Perenrial

which automatically inked electrical output with biogas production. It

allowed the engine to continue running with reductions in biogas

production as high as 60%. This is important since biogas production

from anaerobic digesters shows considerable short

 

rm fluctuations

which are mainly associated with loading. The TrackerTrol provided

an alternative to biogas storage facilities.

3. Heat Blecovery and Digester Heating Packages, The heat recovery

package recovered heat from the engine cooling water for use in

heating the digesters. A pump mounted in front of the engine

circulated warm water through the digester heating pipes. When heat

was not boing transterred to the digesters, a cooling fan was

activated,
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4. Qil Treatment System. A bypass oil fter with a chemically treated,

?one-micron filter was mounted on the engine. The bypass fier was

manutactuted by the Nelson Division of Nelson Industries, inc. Its

purpose was to provide additional protection for the engine and

ler

5. Gas Handling Uni. This unit was mounted on a separate skid and

consisted ot (a) two Roots 1.5M Gas Meters (Dresser Industries, Inc.)

then the life of the engine oil by fitering and buffering it.

 

to monitor gas production in the two digesters, (b) a pressure reliet

valve set to vent gas when biogas pressure exceeded 18 in. water

column pressure, (c) a paniculate fiter for the gas, (d) a valve for

?controlling the flow of biogas to the engine, and (e) water traps to

remove condensate from the gas lines (Figure 22).

6. Ballery Stan. Battery-start was purchased on the manufacturer's

recommendation. The alternative was using line voltage to start the

unit.

The engine-generator and the gas handling unit were installed in a room

within the separator building (Figure 23). The room was 14 x 20 ft and 12 ft



high. The walls of he room were of 6-n. cinder block and the celing was of

pressure-treated wood. Cross beams of the celing were 2 x 10 in, and covered

by three-quarter-inch plywood. The underside of the ceiling was covered with

Zin, fiber glass insulation. Ventlation of the generator room i

  

important to cool

the engine and to prevent explosive biogas from accumulating in the room. In

the back wat! of the room, there was an opening 50 x 60 in. for the engine fan to

?exhaus! (Figure 24). The opening was covered with one-quarter inch hardware
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Figuro 23. Generator room within the separator building,
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Figure 24. Window in back wall of generator room,

cloth. Since the fan was approximately 3 tt from the opening, a wooden duct

was installed between them. A garage door 8 ft wide and 9 ft high vas installed

in the front wall, and a window 12 in. high with fixed louvers was placed above

the door. Windows were not practical on either side of the room because of

dust from the liquid cold separator, 60 the opening above the door and the

ragiator opening provided the only ventilation for the room when the door was

closed,

4.2.2.8 Subsystem Monilaring. To permit a comprehensive an.lysis of the



project, the following variables were monitored:

1. Manure Recovery (in galtons) for each loafing barn

2. Volumetric Input fo the Digesters
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10.

"

12

Hydraulic Retention Time (HAT)

Total Solids (TS) of samples from both the mixing sump and cigester

etuent (method from ret. 16)

Voiatie Solids (VS) of samples trom both the mixing sump and

igustaroftluent (method from rat. 16)

Digester Temperature



Digester pH

Volatilo Acids /Alkalinty Ratio of samples from the mixing sump, from

within the digester, and rom the digester effluent (method from ref. 16,

nonstandard tration)

Biogas Production

a8 biogas / he (thy

b. #8 biogas /b VS fed

c. 8 biogas /Ib VS destroyed

d. tS biogas / day / 13 digester

Biogas Quality

a. on-site measurement of CO2 using a Fyrite CO2 analyzer

(Bacharach Instruments, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

b. laboratory measuremant of CHg, COz, H2S, No, and Op using @

Fisher Model 1200 Gas Parttioner



Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) of samples from the mixing sump

and trom the digester ettvent

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) of sampies from the mixing sump

and from the cigester effluent

Table 3 lists where these variables were monitored and at what frequency.
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4.2.3 Operation and Performance:

 



4.2.3.1 Manure Collection. To maximize manure recovery and minimize

losses of moisture and volatile organics, manure should be collected frequently

 

However, the physical layout of the Rio Cafias Dairy Farm was not well suited

 

for efficient manure recovery. Loafing barns 1 and 2 were

other two loafing barns by several hundred yards and three

   

   

  

 

minutes wore lost in transit, In loafing bars 1 and 4,

 

inconveniently placed and had to be maneuve:



 

(Figu

 

Figure 25.

 

supports in loafing barn 1

a7
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made scraping dificult. Approximately 2 hours were required to scrape the four

loafing bars, and it was not practical to scrape more than once a day. Manure

was scraped using a John Deere model 301A equipped with a bucket in front

and a scraper behind. This machine was highly suitable since it could be used

for both scraping and loading manure. Once scraped, manure was loaded into

?a 120-2, Knight manure spreader, transported to the mixing sump, and

unloaded there (Figure 13).

Figure 26 presents average manure recovery, expressed as a monthly

average of daily manure recovery per cow, for all four loafing barns from August

1984, when loading of the digest



 

's began, through February 1986. Figures 27

through 30 give manure recovery forthe individual loafing barns. Assuming a

daily manure production of 100 Ibicow, less than 30% of the available manure

was recovered during the frst ? months. There were thrae major reasons for

this poor recovery

100 7

 

 

 

5

8

 

 

oNou F



 

Figure 26. Avorage monthly manure recovery.
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Figure 28. Average monthly manure recovery for loafing barn 2.
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Figure 30. Average monthly manure recovery for loafing barn 4,
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1. The cows were not confined to the paved loafing barns. Tne intent

was for cows to be confined to the paved loafing bars most of the

day and then allowed on the dirt areas for 2to 4 hr. This schedule

was not folowed, and cows moved freely between the pavement and

the dit areas.

2. The loating barns were not scraped regularly. As discussed above,

scraping of te paved barns was not a dally procedure at the cutset of

the project. For the projet tobe successful, farm procedures had to

bbe modified so that personnel and equipment would be available to

scrape the barns daily.

3, Intoating bams 3 and 4, cows were fed forage material from hay

racks. Ifthe hay racks were parked on the pavement, forage became

?mixed with the manure, and most of the manure had to be discarded.

It the racks were parked off the pavement. cows spent lit: time on the

pavement, and there was ne manure to collect. Hay rack: were used

{or these two groups because the farm owner considered the existing

feed troughs in loafing barns 3 and 4 inadequate

?The first two of these difficulties were related to farm management, so they



were discussed with the farm owner. To eliminate the need for usin hay racks,

feed troughs were constructed around the perimeter of loafing barns 3 and 4. In

Addition, tree stalls were constructed in bam 3 (Figure 31) so that group of cows,

could be completely confined.

Construction of the feed troughs and free stalls was completed in January

1985. At the same time, the cows were confined to the paved loafing bars, and

manure was collected with more rogulaity. As a result of hese efforts, daily

manure recovery increased to between 60 and 70 lbicow, of 60 to 70%
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Figure 31. Free stalls constructed in lo

 

recovery, forthe next 6 months. In August 1985, manure recovery dropped



bolow 50% and remained below this level through December 1985. This drop

reflected a trend which began in June 1986, During the summer and fal of

1985, loafing barns were still being scraped daily, but, due to equipment

failures and a shortage of personnel, manure was not hauled to the mixing

?sump regularly. When the rains began in August, large amounts of stored

manure were washed away each time it rained, especially in October when

rainfall was unusually high. By December, the ?rainy season" had essentially

ended, but litle manure was collected during the last half of the moni due to

the holiday season. In mid-January 1986, a concerted manure collection effort

was renewed, and i lasted approximately 4 weeks. Average daily nianure

recovery during this 4-wook period increased to 75 tb/cow. Then, in the last 2

82
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weeks of February, this value deciined to 40 Ib/cow because regular manure

collection ceased.

Maximum manure recovery was from loafing barn 3 (Figure 28), where the

{ree stalls were constructed. The purpose of instaling the free stalls was to

demonstrate the benefit of free stalls to the farm owner, and the results reflect

the

 



value. In addition, loafing barn 3 was easy to scrape, so 100% manure

recovery was possible, In loafing barn 4, the cows were confined to the

pavement beginning in February 1985. Manure recovery from this loafing barn

(Figure 30) was less than that from loafing barn 3 because loaling barn 4 was

iicul to scrape effectively. Only during January and February of 1986, cid

daily manure recovery from loan barn 1 exceed 55 Ibiday (Figure 27). Cows

in foating barn 1 were not always confined to pavement, and ths loafing barn

was also difficult to scrape etfectively. Two factors are mainly responsibie for

the poor manure recovery in loafing barn 2 (Figure 28). First, cows inthis fot

were not confined to the pavement for more than 2 to 3 months during the

project. Secondly, unike the other loafing barns which had a single feed trough

atthe edge of the pavement, loafing barn 2 had two feed troughs in the central

portion (Figure 9). As a result, much of the manure from this loafing barn had to

be discarded because it had large amounts of long-stem forage mixud in wth it

This forage material caused problems throughout the system, so evuty effort

was made to prevent fom entering the system

Figure 32 shows monthly averages of total manure recovery in gallons per

day and normalized to 9% total solids. There are two major reason 5 why the

design volume of 6,400 gall day (Table 1) was never attained: (a) the design

figure of 75% manure recovery (or 75 Ib/cow-day) was never achievad, and (b)

the system was designed for 500 cows. There were 400 cows in the four lots

when the system was designed: but since the farm owner planned to expand
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6,000

Manure Recovery (gaVay)

 

 

1988

Figure 32. Monthly averages of total daily manure recovery normali ?ed to 9%

total solids.

his herd to 500 cows in the near future the latter number was used fer the

design. When the system was installed and ready to operate, however, the

herd size had actually fallen to less than 300 cows (Figure 33). Herc size

eventually recovered to 400 cows, but most of the additional cows ware placed

In a separate dirt enclosure. From February 1985 through the end o: the

project, the number of cows in the four loafing barns remained betwiven 300,

and 330,

?Two major dificulties arose as a result of confining cows to the 2avement.

?The original intent of allowing cows off the pavement for 2 to 4 hours dally was

ever instituted, 60 cows that were confined were on the pavement :!I day. No



hock injuries were evident, but several cows did exhibit extreme tenvierness in

their hooves. A second ditficuty was that, with the almost daily scrajing, the

 

pavement became slippery. As a result, a few cows were lost because their
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Figure 33. Size of the miking herd on the Rio Cafas Dairy Farm.

tear hooves slipped away trom their bodies and their pelves were damaged. In

retrospect, the floors should have been grooved when they were poured.

4.23.2 Manure Preparation. Generally, manure was loaded into the

mixing sump in the mid-afternoon. This was convenient since cows were being

milked at this tir

 

and there was plenty of dilution water available from the

milking parlor. To reduce fluctuations in biogas production, the digesters were

Joaded twice or, if there was suttcient material, three times dally.

?The purpose of the cutter pump in the mixing sump was two-fold: (a) to

reduce long-stem forage material, and (b) to homogenize the slurry. It did not

reduce long-stom forage material as expected, and this material caused



ifcuties throughout the system. As far as homogenizing stury in the mixing

?sump, the cutter pump proved tobe a critical component of the system. Since
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the loafing barns were open and scraped only once daily, manure oven arcved

fat the mixing sump considerably dehydrated with a total solids content of 25 10

20%, The preferred procedure was to unioad the manure slowly with the pump

running. When this procedure was followed, it was necessary to run the pump

only while unloading. However, ifthe material was unloaded too quickly or if

the pump was not running while the material was unloaded, the material

remained in large chunks tlating on the surlace. These chunks were dificult to

break up, even with the pump

?The cutter pump proved highly durable and never failed during the course

ofthe project. Without the cutter pump, the effectiveness of the system would

have been severely allected; so caretul maintenance and readily available

spare pans were important. An alternative to using a cutter pump would have

been to transport the manure in an auger-type manure spreader, add dilution

water directly to the spreader, and use the auger to mix the manure and water.

?This was the method used at the Foster Brothers Dairy Farm in Middlebury,

Vermont (17)

After the system had been in operation for a short whila, it became

?apparent that, when total colds of slurry in the mixing sump fell below 9%,



separation within the slurry occurred and a hard crust formed on the surface.

Similar crust formation inside the unmixed digesters would have created

serious complications. Therefore, it was decided that total solids of slurry fed to

the digesters chould be well above the design value of 9%. Slurry with total

solids above 13% flowed poorly, so sold content of the feed material was

maintained at about 12%. Etlons to develop a fild test to determine total solids

of material in the mixing sump were not successful dus to the presence of long-

stem forage material. However, it was not diffcult to judge solid content of the

slurry by observation,
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?The mixing sump perioically filed with grt and was cleaned at

approximately 4-month intervals. The frst git rap beside the miking parior

(Figure 6) filed in 3 to 4 days, and, aside from digging it out with a shovel, no

satistactory method was found for cleaning it. As a result, the fist trap was

usualy filed with grt, and a channel had to be dug through the grit to allow

water to pass tothe second grt trap. The second trap took 2to 3 months to fil

?There was no clogging of the 10-in. piping, but valves which were not used

 

regularly did begin to seize after 10 months of operation. Fortunately, at this



point the second digester was ready to be filled, 60 it was possible to service all

valves. Contact surfaces between the shaft and the sl

 

ve were corroded, and

there was a considerable accumulation of black ?gunk? which was removed by

scraping and sanding. The valves were liberally greased and exercised

regulatly, so they gave no further trouble.

4.23.3 Anaacabio Digestion. Prior to loading with manure, the digesters

wore filled with water and tested to 22 in. of water pressure. There were several

?small liquid leaks in the seams where the covers joined the sides of the

digesters, but once the digesters were filled with manure the seeping soon

ceased. Digester 2 was tested and covered with soil soon after construction

was completed in the summer of 1984. Because there was not sufficient

manure at that time to till both digesters, digester 1 was not tested unl almost a

year later, and it was left uncovered all hat time. When digester 1 was pressure

tested, several gas leaks had developed around the sample tubes where the

 

\Vulehem had shrunk and pulled away from the concrete, and superficial cracks



had begun to appear in the cover. Once the Vulchem had been replaced, the

digester was retested and promptly covered with soil,
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The influent pipe for digester 2, the first digester filled, was care lly

designed. It extended almost completely across the digester:

 

enc was

restricted: and two evenly-spaced holes were cut along its length. The two

holes and the end restriction were sized to assure even flow of slurry across the

digester. The pipe clogged with grass and had to be backllushed several times

during the course of the project. This situation was eventually corrected by

raining the digester and cutting the influent pipe off at its mid-point. A simpler

design was used for the influent pipe to digester 1. This pipe extended two-

thirds of the distance across the digester; it was completely open at the end; and

a large hole 6 x 10 in, was cut at its midpoint. While the digester was being

filed, a large clump of grass was observed to lodge in the hole, and this influent

pipe later clogged. Based on this experience, the best design appears to have

boon the open-ended pipe extending halt-way across the digester.

Figure 34 gives hydraulic retention times for the digesters based on



?monthly averages of feeding rates. From September 1964 through May 1985

only 1 digester was in use. In June 1985, the second digester was filled and put

in operation. As discussed previously, the digesters were sized on the basis of

75% manure recovery trom 00 cows. Since actual manure recovery was 40 to

60% {rom approximately 320 cows, retention times were generally considerably

longer than the design retention time of 28 days

The long retention times did not have an adverse effect on digester

performance (Table 4). Total solids reduction and volatile solids reduction were

slightly lower than might be expected with such long retention times, but this

was probably due to the presence of considerable amounts of long-stem grass

mixed with the manure, The pH of the digester effluent was well above seven,

?and the ratio of volatile solids to alkalinity in the digester otfivent was low. Both

these factors indicate good digester stability. Methane content of the biogas
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Figure 34. Hydraulic retention time based on monthly averages of digester

feed rates,

TABLE 4. DIGESTER PERFORMANCE

Total solids reduction

Volatile solids reduction

pH of effluent

Ratio of volatile acids/alkatinity

Percent methane in biogas

Cubic feet biogas per pound



volatile solids loaded

59

25%

30%

73:76

0,100.13,

54-58%

6.0 (1 digester)

7.0 (2 digesters)
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?and conversion in terms of biogas production per pound volatile sols fed to

the digester were average, but conversion in terms of biogas produc'ion per

pound volatile solids destroyed was excellent.

Figure 35 presents the digester efficiency as a function of specific loading

rate. Digester efficiency is expressed in terms of daily production of biogas per

cubic foot of digester volume. Since cost of the digester is closely related to its

volume, this number is a good measure of the digesters cost-offectiveness.

Specific loading rate is expressed as pounds of volatile solids fed to the

digester daily divided by the digester volume, Normalization of the loading rate

to account for digester volume was necessary because some of these data are

for one digester and some are for two digesters. Volume of each digester was



11,760 19. Digester efficiencies as high as 2.0 are attainable with short

retention times (14), and Figure 35 demonstrates that long retention times yield

Poor digester efficiencies. The two values for digester efficiency which wer
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Figure 35. Digester efficiency.
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above 1.0 correspond to

 

ntion times of 4 weeks. Of the group of points

?around 0.4 and 0.5, most correspond to retention times of approximately 3

months.

?The lack of mixing did not appear to attect the digesters adversely. A

floating layer of foam and vegetative material several inches thick formed in the

digesters, but it never hardened into a crust which prevented gas from

?escaping. Several temperature profiles were performed on the digesters, and

internal temperatures never varied spatially by more than 2°C, Since the heat

?exchangers were located on the bottom of the digesters, this uniformity in

temperature was probably due to convection.

Figure 36 gives monthly averages for gas production. As would be

expected, these data closely retlect the manure recovery data in Figure 26.

4.2.3.4 Electrical Power Production, The engine-generator began running

?on biogas in early February 1985. Figure 37 shows the relationship between

?9a production and kilowatt output of the engine-generator. At a sustained rate

 



of less than 400 f1¥/hr, no electricity was produced. Beyond this threshold,

electrical output increased almost linearly with increased gas production. It is

?evident from Figure 36 that gas production was minimal for the engin

 

?generator which was purchased. In addition, the numbers in Figure 36 are

averages, whe

Gas production fluctuated considerably with digester loading (Figure 38). For

 

iS those in Figure 37 refer to sustained rates of gas production.

this reason, it was preferable to load the digesters with small quantties several

times a day rathor than loading the days collection al t one time

During periods of good system management, gas production was

adequate to significantly reduce the farm's electrical costs (Figure 39, Table $).

From February through May 1986, the engine-generator ran only 43% of the
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Biogas Production (CFH)

 

Figure 36. Monthly averages of biogas production.
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Figure 37. Electrical production by the engine-generator versus biogas

production. Below 400 cth no electricity was produced,
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Figure 38. Etfect of digester loading on biogas production.
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Figure 39. Electricity purchased by the farm plotted beside the number of hours

the engine-gonerator was run. The engine-generator was started in

February 1985,
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TABLE 5. ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION AT THE RIO CANAS FARN

 

Billing Dato Consumption Cost

??_ thw



01/02/80 27,260 $2,327

03/03/80 26,210 21236

05/01/80 23,890 21035

07/02/80 27.170 21295

09/02/80 26,170 2'325

10/30/80 221940 2.150

12/30/80 23,250 21532

No data *

03/23/84 23,960 2,825

05/23/84 23,960 2.891

o7reaiea 21,190 21545

09/21/84 17,960 246

11/23/84 18,720 2.191

01/22/85 20,040 2,281

03/21/85 40.760 4274

05/22/85 41,230 1319

07/23/85 22,170 21446

09/23/85 19,710 2.071

19/22/85 15,840 1683

10/22/86 11,630 4,202

03/21/86 8,400 ?863

During 1981, 1982 and 1983, the electrical moter was not functioning

properly.



Tha projet engine generator began producing electricity in February

1985,

time due to minor problems with the engi

   

jenerator; yet electricity purchased

by the farm over this 4-month period was reduced by approximately 50%. In

mid-May, the engine-generator caught fire and was not repaired until July.

From July through November, there was not sufficient biogas to run the engino-
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ger

regularly, so gas production was sporadic and generally below the critical level

 

fator continuously. During these months, the digesters were not fed

of 400 to 450 fi'hr. In late November, @ concerted manure recovery effort was



renewed, and the engi

 

generator was restarted. Use of the engine-generator

during the last 4 months of the project increased to 37%. and this resulted in a

Considerable reduction in the amount of electricity purchased by the farm. The

engine-generator was running well by this time, but it was not run more otten

because. farm personnel were sometimes not available to operate the system.

Because the engine-generator was oversized, system management was

Cftcal. Hf the engine-generator had been propery sized, a flexible feeding

schedule could have been maintained. However, with the oversized engin«

 

 

generator frequent and regular loading of the digesters was essential. Thre

itferent modes of operation are discussed below which illustrate this point:

1. From November 20, 1985 to December 6, 1985 (16 days), manure

was collected daily, and the digesters were loaded two or three times

a day. Average gas production over this period was 650 fi9hr, and

the engine-generator ran the whole time at an estimated average



output of 20 10 25 kW. The farm produced 2,300 kWh more than it

consumed.

2, From January 21, 1986 to February 20, 1986 (90 days), the system

was operated only on Monday through Friday; but on those days

manure was collected regularly and the digesters wore fed two or

nd the

  

three times daily. Average gas production was 670 ft°/hr,

fengine-generator ran 62% of the time with an average output of 29

KW, The systom produced 19,000 kWh, 420 kWh more than it

consumed.

6s
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3. From February 20, 1986 to March 7, 1986 (15 days), manure was

collected only six times. Average gas production fell to 400 f/m. and

the engine-generator ran only 15% of the time with an average output

of 19 KW. The system produced only 1,000 kWh, and the farm had to

purchase an additional 4,300 kWh,

Ditficutties encountered with the engine-generator are described in



In March 1985, the

liquid-solid separator was installed behind the generator room. Ducting was

?Appendix |; however one situation will be discussed here.

 

installed between the engine radiator and the hole in the back wall of the

generator room to prevent dust from entering the room. Following this

instalation, the engine-generator frequently shut down automaticaly, especially

at night, and the warning light came on indicating high water temperature or low

Water level. This occurred in the midst of several other minor difficuties with the

?ongine-generator, 50 it was not immediately realized that, with the instalation of

the radiator ducting, ventilation inthe room was no longer adequate to coo! the

Three measures we

engi taken to improve ventilation of the generator

room:

   

1. A 14-in, ceiling extractor was installed over the engine-generator.

in. holes were dill in the



 

2. Between each of the ceiling beams,

facing boards.

3. Eighteen inches ot iron gill were fastened to the bottom of the garage

door (Figure 40).

?Samples of engine oil were removed regularly and analyzed by Spectron

Caribe, inc., which managed the maintenance program for tha engine. The type
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engine oil used was Castrol RX Super 40. When the oil was changed, both tha

engine oil filter and the bypass fiter element were also changed. The first 1wo

oll changes were performed according to the manufacturer's instructions when

the engine had 150 hours and again at 450 hours. Oil analy

 

8 during this

period showed no abnormalities. The next oil change followed the engine fire

(see Appendix Il) which occurred when the engine had 1240 hours. No



abnormalities had been noted up to that point, Spectron recommended an

?adgitional cil change at 1300 hours to help clean out the engine. At the end of

the project, the engine had a total of 2540 hours, and it had run 1240 hours

since the last oll change. Oil analyses at that point were stil normal.

 

Figure 40. Iron grill fastened to the bottom of the generator-room door.
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4.3 Fam Waste Management

4.3.1 Design

The two main sources of farm waste on the Rio Caflas Dairy Farm were

raw manure trom the four loafing barns and wash water from the milking parlor.

Wash water from the milking parlor contained manure and biodegradable

detergents.

 

ure 41 presents the major components of the waste handling



?subsystem of the project. Raw manure was collected from the four loafing

 

?barns, transported to the mixing sump where it was diluted and homogenized,

?and then fed to two anaerobic digesters. Erfluent from the digesters flowed to a

liquid-solid separator. The solid fraction from the separator was composted and

either used as bedding material for free stalls or marketed as soil conditioner.

?The liquid fraction passed to a storage pond for eventual land application to

forage crops. Wash water from the milking parlor was used, as needed, to

dilute raw manure in the mixing sump. Excess wash water flowed directly to the

storage pond.

?The anaerobic digesters were an important component of the Farm Waste

Management subsystem as well as the Anaerobic Digestion and Electrical

Production subsystem. Organic wastes are stabilized by the same bacterial

degradation process which produces biogas (9). Under mesophilic conditions,

anaerobic digestion destroys between 30 to 50% of the volatile organic material

in cattle manure (18).

Digester effluent flowed through a 6-in., underground pipe to the concrete

Separator well located in the separator building (Figure 42). Elevation of the top

of the well was 1 ft above maximum liquid level in the digester overtiow sumps,
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Figure 41. Major components of the Farm Waste Management subsystem,
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Figure 42. Diagram of the separator building

and inside dimensions of the well wore 4 x 5.5 1 and 9 ft deep. Total storage

capacity for digester ettuent, including the two digester overflow sumps, the

pining, and the well was approximately 7,000 gal. The well was accessed by a



2.x 4+ opening inthe top which was covered by a removable iron grill (Figure

43),

?The liquid-solid separator was mounted on top of the concrete separator

well in the separator building (Figure 44). Three types of liquid-solid separators

were considered: a drum press, a screen separator coupled to an auger press,

?and a contitugal separator. Based on considerations of manufacturer

specifications, equipment cost, and conversations with farmers who had

oxperience with the three types of equipment, a DeLaval Lisep (a contitugal

separator manufactured by Aifa-Laval, Inc, Part No. 6304030-81) was

purchased. A 3.2 horsepower, submersible Fiyat cutter purnp (Model 3085.181

Type FP) was chosen to feed the separator. This brand of submersible cuter

pump has been used extensively for manure handiing and was highly
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Figure 44. Liquid-solid separator mounted on separator well
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recommended. According to manviacture?s specifications, teed rate of the



separator should be less than 40 galmin, while output from the cutter pump was

?approximately 150 galimin. To reduce flow from the cutter pump, a bypass was

?added to the feed hose of the separator (Figure 45) so that some slury was

diverted back into the well.

?The separator building was an oper-sided, steel structure 40 x 120 ft and

15 tt high (Figure 23). The frst 50 ft of the end where the separator was located

was paved with concrete since the range of the Lisep was between 40 to 50 t.

?The unpaved portion was used for additional composting space, bagging

equipment for the separator cake, and for farm equipment storage.

?The solid fraction (or cake) from the separator accumulated beside the

separator and was turned regularly unt fully composted. Composted material

was primarly for use as bedding materia in the tree stalls in loafing barn 9, and

?excoss material was to be marketed as a soil conditioner. The liquid fraction

from the separator had a high nutrient valve, s0 it flowed to a storage pond for
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Figure 45. Bypass on teed hose to liquid-solid separator
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eventual application to greentaed crops.



?The storage pond was dasigned in cooperation with perscnnel trom the

US. Soil Conservation Service ofice in Juana Diaz, Puerto Rico. twas

designed to provide 30 days storage for a maximum daily input of 10,000 aat

Bottom dimensions were 60 x 80 tt with a side slope of 2:1. The pond was 8 ft

oop with 1 tof freeboard. A 1-ft blanket layer of clay was laid down on the

bottom and on the sides to prevent seepage

4.3.2 Operation and Performance

?Anaerobic digestion reduced volatile solids of the manure by 30% (Table

4). Considering the long retention times within the digesters, this value is low,

but this may be a result of the large amount of forage material mixed in with the

manure, Biological Oxygen Demand of the manure was reduced by 75%, and

Chemical Oxygen Demand was reduced by £0%

?The 6:n, pipe between the digester overtiow sumps and the separator well

was subject to clogging. Flow through this pipe was slow, and the pipe was

always full of liquid. As a result, grit collected in the pipe and eventualy fled i

Removing gfit from this pipe was very difficult. The fact that grit passed through

the mixing sump and the digesters fo setle out in this pipe and in the separator

well w

 

not expected.



Performance of the separator did not maich manulacturer specifications

?According to the manutacturer, the separator should recover 40 to 60% of the

solids from slury with 6 to 9% solid content; cake should have a moisture

contont of 65% solids: and the quid fraction should have a moisture content of

approximately 95%. During the course of the project, the separator was used

more than 500 hours. Input to the separator was generally between 9 t0 10%
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solids; cake was consistently about 75% moisture content, and solid content of

the liquid raction averaged 12% less than the input. This means that only

?approximately 20% of the solids in the digester effluent were being recovered

by the separator. Low solids recovery by the separator may have been due to

the large amount of lng-stem forage material which passed through the

system. Clogging of the feed worm was common, and both the impeller and the

paddle had to be replaced after only 400 hours. The manutacturer sells @

macerator forthe separator, but this accessory was not purchased because it

was incorrectly assumed that the two cutter pumps in the system would chop the

long-stem material. During one brief period, cows were fed sorghum silago

instead of long-stem grasses. A sample toward the end ofthis period showed

an increase to 30% solids recovery by the separator

Cake from the separator accumulated in piles 4 105 ft high, and then the



piles were tuned (Figure 46). Subsequently, they wore turned weekly until

temperatures inside tho piles fell to near ambient temperature and the material

turned dark, indicating the end of the composting process. During composting.

temperatures within the piles generally ramained at between 140°F and 150°F,

and the composting process requirad trom § to 6 weeks. The farm owner rarely

applied bedding to the free stalls because he considered this process too timo

consuming. Most of he composted cake was ground, placed in 9-¢t (6.510)

plastic bags. and marketed as soll conditioner at §0 cents per bag wholesale. It

was necessary to perforate the plastic bags, or the material began to smell

badly after a tow weeks.

The storage pond was completed in April 1984, betore the anaerobic

digesters wore functional. Upon completion, the pond was filed with wash

water from the milking parlor, and this liquid was pumped onto the forage crops

Using a pump which belonged to the farm. The following June the pump tail,
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Figure 46. Composting cake from the liquid-solid separator,

and the pond's contents began overflowing into a nearby stream, The design of

the Farm Waste Management subsystem had been approved by the Puerto

Rico Environmental Quality Board, tit had been fully implemented, the Rio



Cafas Dairy Farm would have been the first dairy farm in Puerto Rico to

«spose of is animal waste in a manner consistent with environmental

regulations. The pump was never repaired, so the Farm Waste Management

subsystem was never fully operational.

4.4 Greenteed Production and Usage

4.41 Design

In the mainiand United States, dairy farmers usually grow most of the feed

for their dairy cattle, but Puerto Rican dairy farmers are largely dependent on

external sources of feed. This is partially due to poor utilization of land
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resources , but equally important is the high cost of chemical fertilizers. A dairy

farmer, however, has an excellent natural feriizer at his disposal in the form of

cow manure. Dairy farms in Puerto Rico with sufcient table land and

adequate water supplies should be able to use dary manure as a nutient

source for growing grasses as a partial replacement for purchased hay and

grain

?The climate in Puerto Rico is wel suited for growing forage grasses

throughout the year. Night temperatures, which are the rate-timiting factor for

?growth of tropical grasses, are sufciently high to ensure year-round productivity

of forage grasses. On the Ri



 

Cafias Dairy Farm, cows were fed a mixture of

?commercial grain concentrate, roughage extenders, and forage material.

 

Operating costs could be considerably reduced if tne dairy grew atleast part of

its own forage material. Adequate land resources were available, but annual

rainfall for the area averaged only 33 in., and approximately 50% of this,

precipitation fol during the ?rainy season? months of August, September, and

October. Pan evaporation rates for the area averaged 87 in. per year.

?Therefore, irigation was essential for the development of a greenteed

subsystem. Fortunately, the Costa Sur iigation canal, which was constructed

of concrete approximately 70 years ago to supply water to area sugar cane

crops, crossed the farm, and irrigation water could be drawn from this canal. An

overhead portable sprinkler system (Rainbird 150 with threa-quarterinch

nozzles) and several thousand feet ofirgation pipe was available for use in the

?reenteed subsystem.

The grasses selected for the greenteed subsystem were napior grass

(Pennisetum puroureum, merker variety, hybrid Pl 7350), several varieties of

sorghum (Sordan 70A, Sordan 79, Sudax, Trudan, and Graze-All), and butte!

crass (Panniselum clare, nueces variety). Merker is vary labor-intensive to
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plant (iis propagated fcom stem cuttings rather than from seeds), but a stand of

Merker can sustain cutting every § to 6 weeks for a period of S to 8 years.

erker 7350 is superior to Common Merker with respect to growth potential,

teed value. disease resistance, and tolerance to arid conditions. Its also more

tolerant of repeated mowing with flaibtype mowers (19). Both Merker and

sorghum respond well 0 nitrogen fertilization and irrigation, and they have

been used extensively as cattle forages (20,21). Sorghum has the advantage

that itis more palatable to cattle, Butfet grass is a hardy perennial which can

survive in the absence of fertlizers and irigation it necessary, although crop

yields of unmanaged stands are greatly reduced.

4.2.2 Operation and Performance

Planting of the greenteed crops began in the summer of 1982. The initial

plantings were not successful because they were not iigated propery, $0 the

crops wore replanted in December 1962. In May 1989, the greenfeed

subsystem was well established, and operation of this subsystem was turned

over to the the farm owner. Initially, the greenteed had been ferilized with cow

manure, but in 1963 the farm owner used chemical fertilizers because their

application required less labor. In April 1984, the farm owner began pumping

trom the storage pond onto the greenteed crops with noticeably beneficial



results. Two months later, the pump failed, and he reverted to using chemical

{erilizers on the greenteed crops.

Land preparation forall crops was basically the same. First, aiold board

plow was passed over the fields in two directions followed by a disc. The fields

were then rotavated, feniized, and cross rotavated. For planting Merker,
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furrows were cut 14 in, apart and 8 in. deep, and stem cuttings were olaced

three-abreast in the furrows.

Germination of the firs: planting of Merker was poor and yielded a stand of

 

tow density. The ditficuity in germination resulted from the need for siem

cuttings tole in warm, moist soilin order to stimulate germination. The arid soi

at the Rio Catias Dairy Farm, athough irigated, apparently could not retain

sufficient moisture to stimulate germination in most cuttings. In fact, cue to high

evaporation r



 

and high soil porosity, the planted stem cuttings appeared to

be losing moisture to the ambient soil, This problem was effectively countered

by pretreating trash stem cuttings before they were planted. This pretreatment

consisted of holding cuttings in piles of several tons each, covering them with a

thick layer of leat material to retard desiccation, and watering them frequently.

?Atter 3 days, most stem cuttings showed signs of root-growth initiation and bud

swelling and expansion. Stem cuttings planted in this condition and irrigated

immediately gave almost 100% establishment. To avoid the added labor of

unloading and reloading stem cuttings, this pretreatment could be administered

while cuttings were in the truck.

?A sced dill was used to plant sorghum, and approximately 60 Ib/acre of

seed were applied. Butfel grass was seeded with a fertilizer spreader at a seed

ensity of 20 Ib/acre. When chemical fertilizer was used, it was appiied at an

annual rate of 2,000 Ib/acre. Pesticides were used as needed against army

worms, but no herbicides were necessary.

Initially, a tail chopper was used for harvasting, but this was lator replaced

with a forage harvester which id not fray the ends of the stalks so budly. Both

Merker and sorghum wore harvested at intervals of 44 to 60 days, wile butte!

grass wus cut at intervals of 35 to 45 days. The supply ot irigation water proved

to be unreliable so crop yields varied considerably. When adequate water was
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available, yields for Merker and sorghum were 15-20 green tons per acre per

?cutting, and yields for bulfet grass were approximately 10 green tons per acre

 

per cutting. The dry matter content of buifet grass is higher than that of Merker

or sorghum. so these yields are comparable.

?After operation of the greenteed subsystem was turned over to the farm

owner, no attempt was made to influence his choice of crops. When the project

?ended, 5 acres of Merker (the size of the original planting) remained, and there

were 90 acres of butfel grass. With these crops, the farm was able to supply

approximately 40% ofits forage noads. Yields were reduced because the

?supply of irrigation water was sporadic due to storm damage to the country?s

irrigation system. The last planting of sorghum died in the summer of 1984

when there was a severe drought and irrigation water was not available, The

?Merker and the bute! grass both survived the drought. When cows were fed

sorghum, there was a noticeable increase in milk production of 2 to 5%. In spite

of this, the farm owner aid not continue growing sorghum, partly because

?sorghum could not survive without irigation and partly because, unike the

other two crops, sorghum is an annual

?The farm owner was impressed with the hardiness and yields of the Merker



(grass, but no additional Merker was planted because it was very demanding

?and time-consuming to plant. The bultfel grass proved extremely hardy and a

?very easy crop to grow and manage. It had the additional advantage that,

unlike Morker, it could be used either as greenteed or dried and balud.

Greenteed was convenient because storage facilities were not neecied, but

when it rained greenteed could not be cut and the cows had to be fed hay. This

is not desirable because consistency in diet is important for cows. ?The farm

owner decidnd to feed a mixture of hay with greenfead, so that the cows could

?adjust in either direction in a minimum amount of timo,
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5.0 ENERGY AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

For effective operation of an anaerobic digester system, efficient and

regular manure collection is essantial. As described in Section 3.1, disposal of

animal wastes on the Rio Caflas Dairy Farm had not previously been a major

?concer, and cow manure often accumulated in the lots for several months

before it was removed. It is doubtful that the dairy farm could have operated in

this manner if environmental regulations had been strictly enforced since

organic and nutrient loading of the stream which ran through the farm probably

exceeded allowable limits, With the installation and operation of an anaerobic,

Gigester system on the Rio Cafas Dairy Farm, both energy consumption and

costs for manure collection increased considerably.



?Two sets of energy and economic analyses were conducted with the UPR-

EIDF project. First

 

?energy and economic analyses were performed on the

system as it was implemented. A second set of analyses was performed

?assuming that the manure collection component was already active and that no

 

additional energy consumption or cost was required for manure collection. This

is a reasonable assumption since manure is considered a valuable resource on

many U.S. daity farms, where and itis recovered and used to fertilize crops.

?The second set of analyses also included corrections forthe sizing of

system components. As discussed in Section 4.2.3.3, the system was designed

to handle manure from 500 cows, but actual herd size was only about 320

?cows; so the mixing sump, digesters, and engine-generator wore all oversized.

   

In the second set of analyees, these components were property size for a dairy



herd of 320 cows. ?The gteanteed subsystem was not included in the second

set of analyses because it was not closely tied to the other two subsystems and

because it was not affected by the above-mentioned changes.
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Assumptions used for these analyses were:

Manure recovery was 75% of the total amount available.

?The system operated 350 days a year.

Electrical output from the engine-generator was constant, at 25 KW.

 

Electricity ror tne public utlty cost $0.12/KWh, and they purchased

electricity at $0.05¢KWh.

5. There were no seasonal variations in electrical consumption on the

farm

6. All solids recovered from the digester effluent by the liquid: solid

separator were either used on the farm or sold

7. Fitty percent of the nitrogen inthe liquid fraction from the lquié-solid



?separator was availabe to the forage crops. This would provide

approximately 45% ofthe nitrogen needed to fertiize 90 acres,

8. _Allforage for the cows was provided by the green

 

1d subsystem.

?This assumes an annual yield of 11 dry tons per acre from 90 acres,

which Is well below maximum yields obtained.

5.1 Eirst Analysis

5.1.1 Eneroy

The first energy analysis indicated a savings of 1,705 milion Btu/year for

the anaerobic digestion and farm waste management subsystems, and a

?savings of 7,718 milion Btu/year for the entire system (Table 6). Mejor energy

?consumers in the system were the tractors for manure collection and the

greenteed subsystem, the pump in the mixing sump, the separator with feedk
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pump, and the irrigation pump. Electrical energy was produced by tie engina-

generator, and additional energy credits were taken for the fertilizer value of the

separator liquid and for the greenteed.

5.1.2 Simple Payback

Table 7 is an economic analysis for the projact as it was implemented. The

first column of numbers is the capital cost for system components, and the

remaining columns itemize costs or benefits related to system operation.

Energy rates for electricity produced by the engine-generator were based on

the relative hourly consumption rates presented in Figure 21. With a constant

production of 25 KW, the farm would have purchased only 16 KWhiday of

electricity, and it would have sold 203 kWhiday to the electrical uty.

Maintenance costs for individual items were calculated as a percentage of their

capital costs, and labor costs were assumed to be $6/hr.

Capital cost for the anaerobic digestion subsystem was $293,700, and this

subsystem had a net operational deficit of $5,965 per year. When the

anaerobic digestion subsystem and the farm waste management subsystem

were considered together, the capital cost was $334,400, and there was a net

annual operational profit of $17,091. This yielded a simple payback period for



these two subsystems of almost 20 years. Simple payback for all three

subsystems togethor was 8.2 years.
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5.2 Second Analysis



52.4 Eneray

?Table 8 presents an energy analysis for the project assuming that no

additional energy was required for manure collection. Under this condition,

energy savings increased to 2,293 milion Btulyr for the anaerobic digestion and

farm waste management subsystems.

5.22 Simple Payback

When capital and operating costs for manure collection were eliminated

proved

considerably (Table 9). Capital costs for the anaerobic digestion subsystem fell

to $152,600, and this subsystem operated at a net profit of $10,288, yilding

1 simple payback of 14.8 yr. When the anaerobic digestion and farm waste

  

land when components were properly sized, economics of the syste

subsystems were linked together, simple payback was 5.8 yr.

5.3 Return on Investment



Based on data gathered during the project, an estimate of the raturn on

investment was projected for various herd sizes and for different interest rates.

?Tha same assumptions listed in Section 5.0 were used for this analysis along

with the following assumptions:

1. Usetulltetime was 20 years for structural components such as the

Gigosters and 10 years for equipment such as the engine-generator.
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2. The manure collection component was already active.

3. Digesters were designed for a 28-day hydraulic retention time.

4. Daily gas production was 40 ft? biogas per cow.

5. Electricity was generated at a rate of 1 KW/500 ft® biogas per day.

6. Daily farm electrical demand was 1.3 kWh per cow.

7. Inflation rate was zero, so alt dollar values are in 1984 dollars.



Table 10 presents the return on investment for herd sizes of 300, 400, 500,

and 600 cows. Interest rates of 10, 12, and 14% were used. Annual costs refer

to operational costs, as in Tables 7 and 9, plus loan payments. Annual benefits

are the same as those in Table 7 and 9.

?The economy-of-scale is readily apparent in these analyses. For several

components - such as piping, valves, pumps, separator, electrical wiring, and

the generator room - capital costs were not affected by herd size. For other

items - such as the engine-generator - increases in capital costs were relatively

?small as herd size increased. These data also suggest that installing anaerobic

digester systems on farms with fewer than 500 cows is only marginally

profitable.

6.0 OPERATIONAL FACTORS

?As with any other farm operation, careful maintenance is critical to the

successful implementation of the EIDF system. This section discusses system

components where regular monitoring and maintenance were required. When

applicable, estimates of the amount of time involved are included.
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TABLE 10. RETURN ON INVESTMENT



200 coms

Annual Cost

Annual Benefit

Net Profit

Return

400 cows,

?Annual Cost

Annual Benefit

Net Profit

Return

500.coms,

Annual Cost

?Annual Benefit

Net Profit

Return

500 cows,

Annual Cost

Annual Benefit

Net Prott



Return

Interest ate ___

10%

$38,900

$44,800

$5,900

15%

12%

$41,800

$44,800

$3,000

7%

14%

44,900



$44,800

($100)

0%

Interest Rate__

10%

$42,700

$53,300

$10,600

25%

12%

$46,000

$53,300

$7,300

16%

14%



$49,400

$53,300

$3,900

8%

_??___Iotenast late _

10%

$46,200

$61,800

$15,600

34%

10%

$49,500

$70,300

52
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12%

$49,800

$61,800

$12,000

24%

12%

$59,400

$70,30

0

0

 

14%

$53,500



$61,800

?$3,300

16%

14%

$57,400

$70,300

$12,900

22%
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6.1 Waste Water System

?There are two grit traps located adjacent to the milking parlor and a third

grit trap in the bypass line betwaen the milking parlor and the storaga pond.

?Those orit raps should be checked twice a week and cleaned as necessary.

Cleaning a gnit rap requires approximately one-half day.

6.2 Manure Collection

Cattle manure is corrosive so careful maintenance of the manure spreader

is essential. The spreader should be hosed after every use. Axles and moving



bed should be greased once a week, and the moving bed should be adjusted

?as needed,

63 Mixing Sump

6.3.1 Grit

?The mixing sump is the primary place for separating grit trom the manure.

?The sump is divided into two parts by a retaining wall 20 in. high. The left side

 

of the mixing sump, the side nearest the milking parlor, is the area that collects

the most grit. This

 

rea should be checked weekly by inserting a long rod into

the centor and measuring the depth of the grit. When the grit reaches a depth of

about 18 in., the sump should be drained and ck

 

ned. A back-hoe equipped

tractor is the most atlective method for cleaning the mixing sump. Two people



?can perform the task in one-half day.
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6.3.2 Cutter Pump (20 ho)

6.3.2.1 Semice The pump in the mixing sump is a key component in the

manure handling system and should receive regular maintenance. The

?Installation, Care and Maintenance" manual, number 3152.180 gives complete

instructions on the care and maintenance of this pump and should be read and

 

iderstood by the system operator.

6.3.2.2 Electrical Cable. It is important to pay attention to the electrical

cable on the pump. This cable should never be allowed too much slack as it

could be caught and destroyed in the impeller blade. The cable should also be

inspected regularly for chafing. A break in the insulation could cause an

electrical short circuit, thereby causing damage to the pump or injury to farm

personnel



6.3.2.3 Winch Stand and Cable. The cable should be checked weekiy for

signs of corrosion. The cable connector is connected to the pump by means of

a t-in, shackle, This shackle should be rinsed and inspected for corrosion

whenever the pump is raised.

64 Digesters

6.4.1 Valves

Because of the ditferonce in design of the input manifolds for the two

digesters, the inlet valve for digestar 2 should be partially closed. To prevent

9%
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freezing, these valves should be exercised weekly. When not in use, valve

handles should be removed to prevent tampering.

642 Gat

As the digesters fill with sand, their usable volume is reduced, and heat

?exchanger pipes become covered. Every few months, the digesters should be

?checked for grit accumulation. When grt reaches the first tier of heat exchanger

pipes, they should be cleaned.



6.4.3 Qvertiow Pipes,

?A.crust tends to form on the digester overflow pipes. These pipes should

bbe cleaned weekly.

6.4.4 Gas Collection Pipes

?The gas collection pipes should be inspected frequently for corrosion,

Particularly at the joints.

6.5 Gas Handling Unit

6.5.1 Valves

Two ball valves lead into the gas handling unit. These should be kept

?open but exercised regularly. single gate valve controls gas flow irom the gas
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handling unit to the engine-generator. This valve should also be exercised

regularly to ensure that it does not freeze.



6.5.2 Gas Meters

?The oilin these two meters is normally clear and should be checked

weeky for color. When the oil becomes opaque it should be changed in

?accordance with the instructions found in the ?Roots Meters Manual # [RM-LM-

MA revision 4/83," This manual is included in the back ofthe ?Meter Beater

 

Manual.

6.5.3 Condensate Drains

?There are four condensate drains located at the meter end of the gas

handling unit. These drains should be drained every morning to remove any

condensate from the system. They should be kept closed at all other times.

6.5.4 Gas Filter

?This fiter should be changed in accordance with instructions in Section

XXI of the "Meter Beater Manual."
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6.6 Electrical Generation System



6.6.1 Engine

Before operating the engine a thorough reading of Section X entitled

?Understanding the System" of the "Meter Beator Manual" is essential. itis

especially important to check engine oil daily and add new oil when necessary.

?There are several maintenance schedules with this system. Section VI of the

"Meter Beater Manual? gives a ist of items to be checked at predetermined

intervals. Section Vil gives instructions for the coolant. Section XIV gives.

instructions for tuning the engine for either propane or biogas. TrackerTrot

adjustments are also covered in Section XIV. Pages 15 and 16 of the

"Operation Guide: 3304 Natural Gas Engine" have a complete maintenance

?schedule which should be followed carefully. Electrolyte level of the battery

?should be checked at least once week. Disiillad water should be added

whenever the level drops below the base of the filer tubes.

6.6.2 Heat Recovery System

?There are two

 

?All hose connections should be checked regularly for leah

Fill-Trol pressure regulators and air purgers located on top of the generator

room. These should be checked for leaks at least once a month.



 

6.6.3 Generator

?The instructions found in the "Marathon Electric Standard Induction Motors,

Manual? included in the back of tha "Meter Beater Manual? gives specific
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instructions on how to grease the motor bearings. These instruction:. should be

followed closely as the amount of grease in the bearings is very impcrtant. This

procedure should be cone once every 6 months. The air duct screens should

be cleaned at the same time,

6.7 Solid Separation System

6.7.1 Liquid-Soid Separator

Although there is very litle maintenance to be pertormed on the separator,

it should be cieaned atter each use. While the separator s in operation, it

should be checked for clogging twice hourly since stems and string that get into

the system clog the intake ofthe separator. When this happens, the separator

?must be turned off, and the trash removed betore restarting tho systom.



Increased water content of the cake suggests impeler woar, and recuced range

indicates that the paddie has become deformed.

6.7.2 Cutter Pump (§ bo)

?The ?Installation, Care and Maintenance" manual number 3085.11

 

included in the "Meter Beater Manual? gives complete instructions on the care

{and maintenance of this pump and should be read and understood by the

systam operator. itis important to pay attention tothe electrical cabla on the

Pump. This cable should never be allowed too much slack as it could be caught

in the impeller blade and destroyed. The cable should be inspected regularly

for chating
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6.7.3 Pump Outout Hose

?This hose should be checked regularly for any loosening of the

?connections and for signs of chafing. A bypass has been installed in the output

hose, and this should be checked periodically for clogging
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Eliminated Subsystems

Included in the origina! design for the project were two subsystems which

?were later eliminated. These were the Solar and Wind Power subsystem and

the Aquaculture subsystem,

Solar energy was to be used to dry residual solids recovered from the



digester offluent and to dry fish from the aquaculture subsystem. Dried products

?were then to be used as a feed supplement for the dairy cattle. Since the

Department of Health would not permit the refeeding of dried residual solids

?trom manure to dairy cattle and since the aquaculture subsystem was

eliminated, the solar power component was not necessary.

Wind power was to be used to pump water from the clarification ponds

back to storage tanks located beside the mixing sump. Water from the storage

tanks could then be added to the mixing sump, as needed, to dilute the raw

?manure. As discussed on page 23 of this report, adequate dilution water was,

available trom the milking parlor, so wind power was not needed.

?Tho Aquacutture subsystem was to be used to clarity digester effluent.

Liquid was to flow to four, one-quarter-acre clarification ponds which contained

water hyacinths. Periodically, the hyacinths were to be harvested, chopped,

transported to the mixing sump, and blended with manure as a digester

feedstock supplement. Partially clarified water would than pass to four

additional ponds, also one-quarter acre each, which were stocked with fish

CLilapia). The fish would be harvested perioctcally, dried, ground, aid used as
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a high-protein teed supplemer



 

jor tie dawry cattie.! Several considorations led

to the elimination ct the aquaculture subsystem:

1. Only a limited amount of flat land was available for planting forage

?crops on the farm. The farm owner expressed a strong preference for

Using aveilabie flat iand for agricultural purposes rather than for the

?aquaculture subsystem

2. The economic value of the hyacinths was almost nothing, while

harvesting and processing them required a considerable investment

in both man-hours and equipment.

3, The digester ettiuent had a Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) of

10,000 to 20,000 mg/l. Even alter partial clantication by dewatering

land the hyacinth ponds, it is doubtful that the BOD would have been

reduced enough 50 that fish could have survived in the water.

Therefore, several thousands of gallons of dilution water would have

been needed daily to reduce the BOD to an acceptable level in an

area where water is a valuable and often limited resource.

4, Evaporation rates for the area w

 



high. Monthly averages for pan

?evaporation ranged trom 5.4 in. in November to 8.8 in. in July, s0 daily

evaporation from an open pond would range from 4,900 to 7,700,

sgallacre. Including digester overtiow and excess wash water from the

milking pavor, estimated daily low to the ponds would have been

approximately 8,000 galday.

 

1 Atexandor, A. G. ?Systems Design and Installation of an Energy

Integrated Tropical airy Facn,? Phase ! Supplement and Progress Report,

Contract No. DE-T C00 t-B0CS-40376, October 1982,
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Local prices for fish meal were $0.22/ib. Assuming a yield of 2,000 lb

of Tilapia per acre per year, the value of the harvested fish would

have been $440/year. The cost of regularly harvesting the pond and

processing the fish would have far exceeded this amount,
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APPENDIX Il



Engine Generator
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Engine Generator

During the course of the experiment, several difficulties were encountered

with the engine-generator. They are discussed in this Appendix along with the

steps taken to correct them.

Qil Level Sight Giass,

Mounted beside the engine was an oil-lavel sight glass equipped with a

?Sensor which automatically shut the engine off when oil level dropped below a

certain level. A pressur

 

;qualzer tube ran from the top ofthe sight glass and

was Connected to the engine flywheel housing by a straight fiting. During the

fist few months of operation, the unit frequently shut down, and a warning light

indicated low oll evel when, in fact, there was plenty of ol. Oil was splashing

into the pressure-equalizer tubo, and this situation created a postive pressure

in the sight glass forcing the ol level in the sight glass down. The solution was

{0 installa verially-orienteg elbow fiting at the tlywheel-housing end of the



tube which prevented oll from splashing into the tube.

 

 

?Coolant Level Gauge

Beside the coolant reservoir, there was a gauge which indicated the level

of the coolant. The gauge was connected to the reservoir by a nylon tube which

?was not able to withstand the combined heat and pressure to which it was

?exposed. This tube was replaced by a copper line.
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?Magnetic Valve on Biogas Line

Both the biogas and propane gas lines feeding the carburetor were

?equipped with magnetic valves which ware part of the safety-shut-down system.

The fist three cols installed in the magnetic vaive on the biogas line burned out

immediately, and no cause could be found. As a result, the valve was disabled

tor most ofthe experiment. Toward the end of the project, a fourth coil was

installed and gave no trouble.



Engine Overheating

Following installation of the radiator ducting, the engine overheated

?Several times due to inadequate ventilation of the generator room. A detailed

discussion is on page 66 of this report,

Engine Fire

Control circuits of the engine-generator consisted of @ 110-volt AC circuit

 

and a 12-volt DC circuit. The 12-volt DC circuit controlied, among other things,

activation of both the cooling fan motor and the safety system. A 12-volt battery

Powered the DC circuit, and this battery was charged by a battery ctiarger which

ran olf the AC circuit, Part of the role of the safety system was to protect against

engine overheating. If engine oil temperature or engine coolant temperature

rose above a predetermined limi, a relay was activated which shut jhe engine

down,
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With this design, ifthe 12-volt DC circuit lost power then both the cooling

fan and the safety system were disabled, and this is what happened in May

1985. The sequence of events appears to have been as follows:



1. The battery charger failed, and the battery lost power.

2. As the engine temperature rose, there was net enough power to

activate the relay to turn on the cooling fan motor.

3. As the engine temperature continued to rise, there was no power to

activate the safety relay which shut the engine oft

 

?The extreme engine heat melted the plastic sensing lines for biogas

Pressure and cl pressure. Biogas began leaking into the room, and

oil began leaking onto the hot engine. The cil then ignited.

?5. Biogas trapped among the rafters was ignited either by the burning oil

?or by the explosion ofthe transformers mounted on the exhaust

manifols

Damage to the engine was limited to the wiring harness, ignition system,

{and head assembly. An analysis of the engine oil immediately after the fire

showed slightly incre

  

ised viscosity, a three-fold increase in aluminum, and



Slightly elevated levels of iron, chromium, magnesium, and phosphorus.

 

According to Spectton, the elevated aluminum could have come from either the

Pistons or he bearings. Since chromium was also elevated, they believed that

S0urC@ of the aluminum was probably the pistons, which did not present a major

problem

Since the unit was stil under warranty, Perennial Energy was contacted to

809 ifthe damages were covered by warranty, They refused to pay for repairs
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{0 the engine, but they cid prepare and send an undervoltage relay circuit to

Prevent a repetition of the situation,
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